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ABSTRACT
This chapter is a teacher’s toolkit of engaging ideas that use digital technologies in classrooms encouraging students to read, write, and communicate. The innovative approaches, employed by working teachers, include social networking, recording applications, digital photography, word clouds, glogs, slide presentations, and other multimedia tools. This chapter also challenges teacher educators to nurture dispositions of action research and reflection in new teachers so that as tools continue to emerge, teachers will retain a commitment to learning and to consuming with a critical and adventurous spirit.

INTRODUCTION
While some lament the demise of literacy because of emerging tools, the reality is that our students today read and write out of school more than they ever have (Alvermann & Hinchman, 2012; Hicks, 2009; Kajder, 2010). Students use social networks to catalog their friends and to share their feelings. Adolescents, defined for this chapter as fourth grade to 12th grade (Snow & Biancarosa, 2003), want to have control of their reading and writing spaces. Students today read, write, and communicate in varied and often new ways that involve images, photographs, and invented language that may surprise adults. Teachers need to see these varied ways that students use emerging tools, and bring these out-of-school literacies into a classroom creating what is called a thirdspace.
a space where first space (home) and second space (school) are conflated and where cultural and technological knowledge is respected (Moll, 1992; Soja, 1996). Teaching is often discussed in terms of Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK), which means that knowing the content of a discipline and knowing how to teach that content are distinctly different (Shulman, 1986).

Teacher educators today work with preservice teachers in universities, working to guide the transformation from student to teacher. Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK), defined as what teachers have to know about their content areas and the ways that technologies can be used to amplify teaching practices within specific areas, implies that educators know which technologies are best suited to their specific disciplines (Mishra & Koehler, 2006). Thus, no longer can teacher candidates take the minimum of one course in technology in order to be ready to work with students today. Instead, emerging technologies must be thoughtfully integrated into the required curricula so that they add value to the course work and conceptual understandings expected of tomorrow’s teachers. As such, dispositions must be developed and nurtured that are forward leaning, encourage reflective practice that is steeped in current literature but also empower teachers to be action researchers with emerging technologies.

BACKGROUND

Reading Today

Because of the Internet, students now, more than any other time in American schooling, have texts available to them that can be easily differentiated for individual needs. Whole class textbooks purchased with district funds and regulated by parental watch groups and curriculum supervisors are being replaced with diverse texts that reflect a variety of viewpoints and interest for adolescents who, like adults, are unique and motivated in different ways (Fisher & Ivey, 2007). Students read in their own language and at their own pace on devices that honor privacy. Students in need of large print, lower readability, recorded books, or more multimodal text support get their needs met with this technology in order to understand the concepts of each discipline.

Facebook is the new morning news, and Twitter is CNN in this information age. Exorbitant information, much of it false, crowds the minds of our students who show up in our classrooms. Students retweet without checking facts and get their news from their Facebook wall (Oremus, 2013). Students in our classrooms read in snippets, in fits and starts, and are well-served when taught to slow down and consume information purposefully. In Beers and Probst’s (2012) Notice and Note, teachers are guided to support students in becoming media literate by learning what to attend to: when to skim, when to scan, and when to slow down. Always it is appropriate to consider the bias of any print text, and this is especially important in the information age. Instead of asking that students find the elusive unbiased source, it would better serve students to be encouraged to determine the bias in each and every source encountered, be it mainstream media, government publications, or advertisements. Wikipedia, long disrespected by classroom teachers, simply reflects the knowledge and language of those who collectively edit encyclopedia entries. Because knowledge is socially mediated (Gee, 2004), Wikipedia and sites like it reflect understandings that, for most purposes offer understandings that meet the needs of classroom students. Suggesting that Wikipedia is an option that should never be used is problematic for adolescents because Wikipedia is useful in many cases and because adolescents are learning about the stages of research. They are not yet scholars. Because nothing is unbiased, checking more than one source is a first step and being critical about found information should follow as students grow in academic pursuits.
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